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Abstract. In this paper we propose a se�i-auto�atic �ethod for landscape analysis with both spectral and �orpho�etric 
constituents. SR�� data are used to calculate first derivatives (slope) and second derivatives of elevation such as �ini�u� 
curvature, �axi�u� curvatures and cross-sectional curvature by fitting a bivariate quadratic surface with a window size 9 by 
9. �ogether with �ulti-spectral re�ote sensing data like Landsat 7 E��+ with 28.5 �eter raster ele�ents, these data provide 
co�prehensive infor�ation for the analysis of the landscape in the study area. Unsupervised neural network algorith� -Self 
Organizing �ap- divided all input vectors into inclusive and exhaustive classes on the basis of si�ilarity between attribute 
vectors. �orpho�etric analysis, spectral signature analysis, feature space analysis are used to assign se�antic �eaning 
to the classes as landscape ele�ents according to for�, cover and slope e.g. deciduous forest on ridge (convex landfor�) 
with  steep slopes.
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Introduction

Landscapes are dyna�ic syste�s that involve interrelation between physical characteristics, such as landfor�, 
soil, and anthropogenic processes, such as land use. Characterization of landscape properties through 
�orpho�etric para�eters and the�atic �aps is a crucial part in different analysis �odels. Indeed landscape 
can be described by its constituents landfor� and land cover. Landfor�s are contained in a regularly spaced 
elevation �atrix, �E� (�igital Elevation �odel) whereas landscape cover infor�ation can be extracted fro� 
�ulti-spectral satellite data e.g. Landsat E��+. �he public release of the Shuttle Radar �opography �ission 
(SR��) data and re�otely sensed spectral data created a low cost quantitative data source, which brought new 
possibilities for researchers to develop i�proved �ethods for landscape analysis.
Landfor� as physical constituent of landscape �ay be extracted fro� digital elevation �odels using various 
approaches e.g. classification of �orpho�etric para�eters (�ehn et al. 2001, �ikau 1989), fuzzy set �ethods 
and unsupervised (ISO����) classification (�dediran et al. 2004; Burrough et al. 2000; Irvin et al. 1997), 
probabilistic clustering algorith� (Stepinski, Collier 2004, Stepinski, Vilalta 2005),  �ultivariate descriptive 
statistics (�ikau 1989, Evans 1972) and double ternary diagra� (���) classification (Crevenna et al. 2005). 
First order derivatives (slope and aspect) and second order derivatives in a �E�, as discussed by Evans 
(1972), provide nu�erical and quantifiable para�eters for landfor�s and geo�orphological processes. �he 
atte�pt to classify the shape of terrain using a set of nu�erical para�eters (derivatives) such as slope, 
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profile curvature, plan convexity, cross-sectional curvature, �ini�u� and �axi�u� curvature is known as 
�orpho�etry. In �orpho�etry si�ple for�s or �orpho�etric features such as  saddle, channel, ridge and 
plane are identified based on the value of these �easures (Fisher et al. 2004, Pike 2000, Wood 1996a). �he 
idea of this paper is that co�bining �orpho�etric para�eters derived fro� �E� with spectral infor�ation fro� 
�ulti-spectral re�otely sensed data e.g. Landsat 7 characterizes landscape ele�ents. �herefore the final �ap 
shows ho�ogenous landscape ele�ents with sa�e landfor�s, land cover and si�ilar slope conditions. �hese 
landscape ele�ents are considered to be co�plete and infor�ative. In order to bring this idea into practical 
application, we developed a se�i-auto�atic procedure using Self Organizing �ap (SO�) as an unsupervised 
artificial neural network. �he output the�atic �ap shows land cover of landscape ele�ents on one hand and 
�orpho�etric features on the other hand. �his approach allows a quick assess�ent of the spatial distribution 
of different landfor�s and land covers in the study area. �he �ain ob��ective of this paper is the characterization 
of landscape ele�ents through co�bination of �orpho�etric para�eters and re�otely sensed �ulti-spectral 
data. 

Study area

�he study area (Fig. 1) is centered on the co��on border point of Poland, Slovakia and Ukraine. It is located 
between 48° 52’ 21” N and 49° 25’ 14” N latitudes, 21° 59’ 34” E and 23° 1’ 46” E longitude. It covers the 
biosphere reserve “Eastern Carpathians” with the Bieszczady national park in Poland, Uzanski national park in 
Ukraine and Poloniny national park in Slovakia with a total area of about 4543 k�2 (fig. 1). 
�he study area is characterized by the Bieszczady �ountains, a part of the Carpathian �ountains, with highest 
elevation of 1324 � stretching fro� southeast to northwest. �he unifor� bedrock is co�posed of Carpathian 
flysch consisting of sandstone and shale (�enisiuk, Stoyko 2000,  �ue��erle et al. 2006) and in the south west 
volcanic rocks.
Cli�atic conditions, different political and socioecono�ic syste�s as well as ecological conditions resulted in 
co�plex landscape units. Land cover are �ainly deciduous forest do�inated by beech (Fagus sylvatica) and 
syca�ore (Acer Pseudoplatanus) in the central part, �ixed forest do�inated by beech and fir (Abies Alba) in 
the central and north eastern  part, coniferous forest co�posed of fir, Norway spruce (Picea abies) and Scots 
pin (pinus Sylvestris) in Southern and Northeastern part (�ue��erle et al. 2006). Grasslands are the do�inant 
landscape in the Northeast, Northwest and East of the area. �rable lands are �ostly found in the south west. 

Fig.1. �he study area at the border of Poland, Slovakia and Ukraine (Landsat 7, E��+ co�posite of bands 3, 2 and 1 - from 
editorial reasons changed to B&W by editors of Journal)
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Material� and met�ods

material

Landsat E��+ data path 186, row 26 dated 2000-09-30 were acquired fro� the Global Land Cover Facility 
(GCLF) server (http://glcf.u�iacs.u�d.edu/index.sht�l) of the University of �aryland. �he 3 arc second (~ 90 
�) SR�� data are publicly available at http://sea�less.usgs.gov. �ue to differences in pro��ection and spatial 
resolution of SR�� with Landsat E��+ data, the �E� was re-pro��ected and re-sa�pled to Universal �ransverse 
�ercator U�� zone 34 with 28.5 � pixel size. For interpretation of results we used a land cover �ap provided 
by �obias �ue��erle (�ue��erle et al. 2006), topographic �ap (scale of 1:100 000) and field observation with 
GPS coordinates.

methods

�he Self Organizing �ap is an unsupervised artificial neural network for clustering and visualization of 
infor�ation, preserving the topological relationship in the input. It converts the nonlinear statistical relationships 
of high- di�ensional input data to an usually two-di�ensional grid of output (�ohonen 2001). �hese two aspects, 
abstraction and visualization, can be utilized in co�plex tasks such as landscape analysis for both landfor�s 
and land cover. Figure 2 shows the overall sche�e of the �ethod. Starting with �E� data, four �orpho�etric 
para�eters are derived  by fitting a bivariate quadratic surface with a window size of 9*9 (Wood 1996a). Cross-
sectional curvature �easures the curvature perpendicular to the down slope direction. �his para�eter is useful 
for detecting concave features such as channels and can be directly related to geo�orphological for� (Wood 
1996a, Wood 1996b). With zero slopes (flat) the aspect is undefined and �axi�u� and �ini�u� curvatures are 
used as alternative para�eters. �hese para�eters �easure �ini�u� and �axi�u� overall surface curvatures. 
Wood (1996a) proposed an algorith� using these para�eters to identify �orpho�etric features such as ridge, 
channel, peak, pit, pass or planar. Rules for this para�eterization are shown in table 1. For exa�ple, a sloping 
surface that is concave in the cross-sectional direction is a channel. � sloping surface that is convex in the 
cross-sectional para�eter is a ridge. Sloping surfaces with zero cross-sectional curvature are planar. 
�hese four �orpho�etric para�eters together with all seven Landsat E��+ bands are used as input for the Self 
Organizing �ap (Fig. 3). �his is a se�i-auto�atic �ethod in which no specific classes are defined beforehand. 
Instead a set of novel landscape ele�ents e�erge fro� the input. However the interpretation and labeling of 
the results is a �anual task. Neural network learning beco�es �ore efficient with preprocessing of input data. 
�herefore all data are nor�alized with logistic transfor�ation to the range of 0 to 1. �fter so�e trial the nu�ber 
of classes or �ap units was set to 20. Before learning, weights of the �ap units were rando�ly initialized. �he 
learning was perfor�ed in two phases, rough learning and fine tuning with different learning para�eters and 
iteration. �he quality of the results is �easured as average quantization error and topographic error. �verage 
quantization error is the Euclidian distance between data vectors and best �atching unit (B�U) in the �ap. 
�opographic error shows the proportion of all data vectors for which first and second B�Us are not ad��acent 
units and is an index for preserving topology in the �ap (�ohonen 2001).
�hese �easures are useful in choosing suitable learning para�eters such as radius at initialization, radius of 
final neighborhood and nu�ber of learning iterations. Selecting the opti�al �ap ought to be done for the sa�e 
input but with different learning setting. �he opti�al �ap should yield the s�allest average quantization error, 
because it is then  fitted best to the data (�ohonen 2001). �he opti�al SO� is selected and used for learning 
and clustering of input data. Landfor�s in the output �ap were identified by plotting the �ean of classes in the 
two-di�ensional feature space (scatter plot) of �orpho�etric para�eters. �wo feature spaces with �axi�u� 
curvature (x-axis) and �ini�u� curvature (y-axis) respectively cross sectional curvature (x-axis) and slope 
(y-axis) were used. In these feature spaces, �a��or �orpho�etric classes related to ridge, channel, planar and 
crest line were identified. �he second plot shows the distribution of �orpho�etric features in slope categories. 
�he slope categories are shown in table 2 yielding �orpho�etric sub classes related to slope conditions.
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Fig.2. Flow chart of landscape analysis �ethod

�able 1. �orpho�etric  feature classification criteria (�odified fro� Wood 1996a)

Morp�ometric Feat�re Slope Cross-sectional 
curvature

Maxim�m c�rva-
ture Minim�m c�rvat�re

Peak 0 # +va +va
Ridge +va +va * *
Plane +va 0 * *

Channel +va -va * *

 Va : derivatives value,  # : undefined values,  *: not part of selection criteria.
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Class �eans are also plotted in the feature spaces of Landsat E��+ bands.  Spatial distribution and relationships 
a�ong �ap units were studied in co�binations of two bands.
Each land cover class was labeled based on the spectral properties in different bands. � post classification 
step, defining a threshold in E��+ band 4, allowed the separation of a water class fro� coniferous forest 
classes. Co�bining spectral and �orpho�etric infor�ation ho�ogeneous landscape ele�ents were defined. � 
�a��ority filter with kernel size 5×5 is used to clean up the final �ap and to eli�inate spurious pixels. Signatures 
of landscape ele�ents in eleven input bands were plotted as standardized values for all output classes. �hese 
signatures are used to evaluate the results and investigate landscape ele�ents in detail.
In this study an open source software GR�SS version 6.0 (GR�SS �evelop�ent �ea�, 2006) was used for 
�orpho�etric analysis, co-registration and re-sa�pling of data. We applied the Self Organizing �ap algorith� 
i�ple�ented in the SO�_P�� software Version 2.0, which is freely available fro� the Laboratory of Co�puter 
and Infor�ation Science (CIS) at the Helsinki University of �echnology, Finland (Vesanto et al. 1996).

Results     

optimal self organizing map

��ong sixteen self organizing �aps with different learning settings, the best was achieved with an initial 
radius of 3, a final radius of 0.05 and 1000 iterations. �he average quantization error for this �ap was 0.3394. 
�his �ap fits best to the spectral and �orpho�etric input data. �he quantization error for the whole study 
area is shown in figure 4. �he highest quantization error is due to thin clouds in the western study area. �he 

Fig.3. Structure of Self Organizing �ap with in this sche�atic i�age 11 input bands and 8×8 output �ap units.

�able 2. Qualitative slope categories

Category Slope( degree)

Gentle slope < 5

�oderate 5 <slope < 8

Steep 8< slope < 12

Very Steep slope > 12 
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cloud cover affects the radiation fro� that part with a �ixture of radiance fro� the ground and the clouds. In 
contrast, the SR�� data and derived �orpho�etric para�eters are independent of cloud effects. �eviations in 
spectral and �orpho�etric properties of these data points increase the distance between input data vector and 
corresponding best �atching unit and consequently the quantization error. �he SO� is a fairly robust �ethod 
and can handle this proble�.  

Fig.4. Quantization error of self organizing �ap for study area. �he highest quantization error due to clouds is visible in the 
dashed box

landscape Analysis

�he initial output �ap units fro� SO� require �anual interpretation. Labeling the output �ap units of SO� 
based on both �orpho�etric and spectral properties is achieved through feature space analysis. Co�bining 
spectral and �orpho�etric infor�ation for each class allows us to interpret the result as landscape ele�ents. 
Based on the position of �ean values of �ap units in two-di�ensional feature spaces four �a��or �orpho�etric 
features or landfor�s channel, planar, ridge, and crest line are identified (fig. 5).
�ap units with negative values of cross-sectional curvature are concave channels. Sloping surfaces with positive 
cross-sectional curvature are convex ridges. Plan for�s are characterized by zero or near zero curvature 
values. Crest lines have positive values for both �axi�u� and �ini�u� curvatures. �hese results are in good 
agree�ent with Wood’s (1996) 
Overall eight land covers are characteristic for the study area (fig. 6). �fter interpretation and labeling the output 
�ap units of the self organizing �ap in relation to the landscape characteristics of landfor� and land cover, 
ho�ogeneous landscape ele�ents were defined by co�bining this infor�ation (fig. 7). �his �ap shows the 
distribution of �a��or co�ponents of landscape (land covers and landfor�s). Properties of these landscape 
ele�ents are shown in table 3.
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Fig. 5. �orpho�etric analysis of landscape using two-di�ensional feature spaces.

Fig. 6. Spatial distribution of land covers in two-di�ensional feature spaces of Landsat bands.

Analysis and signatures of landscape elements 

21 unique landscape ele�ents in 8 groups are identified in the study area. Values are standardized for a 
distribution characterized by �ean and standard deviation. Signatures and properties of these landscape 
ele�ents are as follows:
Landscape elements group 1:  �his group (fig. 8) includes 5 landscape ele�ent classes (6, 7, 8, 9 and 10) with 
coniferous forest cover and 3 �orpho�etric for�s (planar, channel and ridge) in 3 slope conditions (�oderate, 
steep and very steep slopes).�his group covers 25.7% of the study area and co�pared with other groups, has 
the lowest spectral values in all Landsat bands.
Landscape elements group 2:  �his group (fig. 9) includes 6 landscape ele�ent classes (1, 3, 4, 13, 14 and 
15) with deciduous forest cover and 3 �orpho�etric for�s (planar, channel and ridge) in 3 slope conditions 
(�oderate, steep and very steep slopes). �his group covers 26.3% of the study area and spectral values are 
higher than for �ixed forests. �verage of spectral values in E��+ 4 is higher than for other bands.     
Landscape elements group 3:  �his group (fig. 10) includes 4 landscape ele�ent classes (2, 5, 11 and 12) with 
�ixed forest cover and 3 �orpho�etric for�s (planar, channel and crest line) in 3 slope conditions (�oderate, 
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Fig. 8. Signatures of landscape ele�ents in group 1. Legend is fro� table 3.

Fig. 7. Landscape ele�ents �ap of study area. Legend is fro� table 3.
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�able 3. Properties of landscape ele�ents

�ap 
unit

�verage
of

Slope

Cross 
sectional 
curvature

�axi�u� 
curvature

�ini�u� 
curva-

ture

Slope 
class

�orpho�e-
tric 

features

Land 
cover class Landscape ele�ents

1 18 1 7 -8
very 
steep planar decidious 

forest
deciduous forest - 
very steep slope-planar

2 16 4 10 -4
very 
steep planar �ixed 

forest
�ixed forest - 
very steep slope-planar

3 8 8 16 -1 steep ridge decidious 
forest

deciduous forest - 
steep slope-ridge

4 17 16 23 1
very 
steep ridge decidious 

forest
deciduous forest - 
very steep slope-ridge

5 9 16 25 2 steep crest line �ixed 
forest

�ixed forest - 
steep slope-crest line

6 17 17 23 1
very 
steep ridge coniferous 

forest
coniferous forest - 
very steep slope-ridge

7 8 10 17 0 steep ridge coniferous 
forest

coniferous forest - 
steep slope-ridge

8 16 0 5 -8
very 
steep planar coniferous 

forest
coniferous forest - 
very steep slope-planar

9 7 0 4 -5
�ode-
rate planar coniferous 

forest
coniferous forest - 
�oderate slope-planar

10 9 -12 1 -21 steep channel coniferous 
forest

coniferous forest - 
steep slope-channel

11 7 0 4 -6
�ode-
rate planar �ixed 

forest
�ixed forest - 
�oderate slope-planar

12 16 -12 1 -19
very 
steep channel �ixed 

forest
�ixed forest - 
very steep slope-channel

13 7 -12 0 -23
�ode-
rate channel decidious 

forest
deciduous forest - 
�oderate slope-channel

14 15 -18 0 -26
very 
steep channel decidious 

forest
deciduous forest - 
very steep slope-channel

15 12 -2 3 -7 steep planar decidious 
forest

deciduous forest - 
steep slope - planar 

16 8 -8 0 -19
�ode-
rate channel grass land grass lands - 

�oderate slope-channel

17 6 -1 2 -6
�ode-
rate planar settle�ent settle�ent - 

�oderate slope-planar

18 6 0 3 -4
�ode-
rate planar grass land grass lands -

�oderate slope-planar
19 8 9 14 -1 steep ridge shrub land shrubland - steep slope-ridge

20 5 0 3 -5 gentle planar arable land arable lands - 
gentle slope-planar

21 7 0 4 -5 gentle planar water water - gentle slope-planar
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Fig. 10. Signatures of landscape ele�ents in group 3. Legend is fro� table 3.

Fig. 9. Signatures of landscape ele�ents in group 2. Legend is fro� table 3.

steep and very steep slopes). �his group covers 20.99 % of the study area. Spectral signature of this group is 
higher than for coniferous forests but lower than deciduous forest.
Landscape elements group 4:  �his group (fig. 11) includes 2 landscape ele�ents (16 and 18) with �ostly 
grassland cover and 2 �orpho�etric for�s (planar, channel) on �oderate slope. �his group covers 11.05 % 
of the study area and has highest spectral signature in all Landsat bands Spectral signature of grasslands is 
si�ilar to shrub lands (class 19) and settle�ents (class 17) but values are higher.
Landscape elements group 5:  �his group (fig. 11) consists of 1 landscape ele�ent (No. 19) with �ostly shrub 
land cover and ridge as �orpho�etric for� with steep slopes. �his class covers 4.59 % of the study area. 
�he trend of spectral signature is the sa�e as for settle�ents and grasslands, but values are higher than for 
settle�ents and lower than for grasslands.  
Landscape elements group 6:  �his group (fig. 12) consists of 1 landscape ele�ent with arable lands and 
planar �orpho�etric for� on gentle slopes. �his group covers 4.24 % of the study area. �verages of spectral 
values in the visible bands are higher than in infrared bands. �he lowest value is in E��+ band 4.
Landscape elements group 7:  �his group (fig. 12).consists of 1 landscape ele�ent with settle�ents and 
planar �orpho�etric for� on �oderate slopes. �his group covers 6.63 % of the study area. �he trend of 
spectral signature is the sa�e as for shrub lands and grasslands but values are lower (fig. 12).  
Landscape ele�ents group 8:  �his group consists of 1 landscape ele�ents of water bodies and planar 
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Fig. 11. Signatures of landscape ele�ents in group 4 and 5. Legend is fro� table 3

Fig. 12. Signatures of landscape ele�ents in group 5, 6 and 7.

�orpho�etric for�s on gentle slope. �his group covers 0.40% of study area.

Conclusions

� �ethod to identify landscape ele�ents integrating re�otely sensed spectral data and �E� derivatives is 
presented. �he four �orpho�etric para�eters of slope, cross-sectional curvature, �axi�u� and �ini�u� 
curvature led to the description of landfor�s as ridge, channel, planar or crest line. �hese �orpho�etric ter�s 
coincide with actual geo�orphologic entities.
Re�otely sensed �ulti-spectral data provided valuable infor�ation on land cover in the study area, but water 
bodies can not be separated as a separate cluster. �he self organizing �ap is a very efficient and robust 
algorith� for such unsupervised analysis. Our study also highlighted that co�bining �orpho�etric para�eters 
fro� a �E� with �ulti-spectral data facilitates the analysis of the landscape co�ponents landfor� and land 
cover. But for classes with low frequency and si�ilar spectral signatures like settle�ents, shrub lands and 
grasslands �isclassification �ay occur. �orpho�etric analysis with feature space analysis is a very efficient 
tool for interpreting and labeling a landscape ele�ents �ap. Landscape ele�ents were classified into eight 
heterogeneous groups according to landfor�, cover and slope. �he group of landscape ele�ents with deciduous 
forest and three landfor�s of planar, channel and ridge on �oderate, steep and very steep slopes has with 
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26.3% the highest frequency in the study area.
�his study presented a valuable �ethod for extracting land infor�ation that can be used in geo�orphological 
applications and geoecosyste� �odels. �he �ethod allows i�portant saving in field work and can be used as 
alternative for �anual �ethods like rule-based geoecosyste� classification.
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